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TECHNIGUARD was developed to address the specific issue of
reducing the cost associated with manned guarding.
Manned guarding has traditionally been provided to premises
where there was potential for criminal activity. The guard
provides the eyes and ears to detect and report any suspicious
activity.
Techniguard can achieve this for a fraction of the cost.
The tower detects any motion within a radius of 15 meters and
sends the alarm and real time video footage to Techniguards
24hr Monitoring Station. Our fully trained operators can issue
an Audio Challenge. Whilst contacting the Police or send an
appropriate response unit.
Furthermore,the system records evidential quality video to
support any further action taken against trespassers. All client
site locations would be provided with relevant security
signage.(Inline with government guidelines).
Typical cost savings are: Between £20,000 - £60,000 per annum.
The tower can be delivered and operational within hours thus
providing an immediate solution to any acts of vandalism or
thefts without the need for expensive installation costs.
Features:
Robust Portable tower unit 6m height.
360 Degree Camera Detection to 15m.
Detection Firewalls 15m. (This can be increased if
required).
Live 2 Way Public Address System for Audio Challenges.
Full Night Vision 360 Degree Coverage.
Full Video 360 Degree Coverage.
On board 31 day video recording (Evidential Quality).
GPS Positioning (Location of assets and response units).
3G/4G Communicator.

Tower Deployed

Power Options:
Fuel Cell Technology which autonomously powers the
system for up to 7 weeks.
Mains Power.
Generator Power.
Additional Features:
Mains Power Supply Failure Alert.
Fuel Cell Depletion Alert (Alarm notifies our 24hr
Monitoring Station two weeks prior to the refilling of a
depleted cell).
Generator Power Failure Alert.
Anti Tamper System.
(Alarm notifies our 24hr Monitoring Station of any
Shock/Vibration/Tilt/Anti Ma Technology/Tampering).
Automatic Fault Self-Diagnosis(Every Hour).
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Tower Ready For Transport

